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Just when Charlie settled all the installment agreements for the Wade Family’s collateral
branches, the William Rothschild family also smashed the pot and paid the remaining funds
in place.
In just a tribute to the ancestors, Charlie has increased 5 billion euros in cash, 200 billion
yuan in cash, and debts with a principal of more than 300 billion yuan and five-year interest
rates of more than 200 billion yuan.
Charlie finally understood why many emperors in history especially liked to exploit various
vassal lords, and even often ransack the various vassal vassals, mainly because these vassal
vassals were mobile treasuries, which were so fat.
If they are loyal to the monarch, then everything is easy to say, but if they don’t even have
the basic idea of loyalty to the monarch, what are they waiting for if they don’t copy their
home?
If they don’t copy their homes and reduce their strength now, they might have the idea of
playing the throne when they do.
Abbas accompanied Charlie for a long time. Seeing that the dust had settled, he came to
Charlie and asked in a low voice in his ear: “Mr. charlie, when are you going to tell them the
truth?”

Charlie casually said: “No hurry, things are not over yet, you will ask them all to start at the
foot of Yeling Mountain, three steps and one bow to climb Yeling Mountain for me, I am
waiting for them on Yeling Mountain. “
Abbas hurriedly said: “Mr. charlie, climb up from here in three steps with one bow. It is
estimated that it will take at least half a day. I’m afraid it will be dark when they climb up. Or
you should go back and rest first. I will wait for them to finish. I’ll pick you up again.”
Charlie shook his head and said indifferently: “No, I’m waiting for them on the mountain.
During the time they climbed up, I happened to accompany my parents. After they climbed
up, I will reveal the mystery. “

After speaking, Charlie said again: “Baojun, don’t stay in Yeling Mountain, first go find a
good cemetery for your parents, let the two enter the soil as soon as possible, and leave
some people here.”
Abbas bowed down in Yeling Mountain all night last night. Although he was convinced and
willing, because his parents’ coffin was also on Yeling Mountain, he still felt very guilty for
his parents.
Originally thinking about getting his parents into the soil as soon as possible, but Charlie
did not speak, he did not dare to speak.
Now that Charlie took the initiative to say it, he was naturally extremely grateful.
So he was moved and said: “Thank you, Mr. charlie, then I will go down the mountain to
take care of my parents’ funeral. If you have any needs, please tell the soldiers of the
Wanlong Temple at any time or call me directly. I will do my best. Come here quickly!”
Charlie smiled slightly and said: “No, you can go and work on you. This time you took your
parents’ coffin out and disturbed the peace of the two elders. It was really too sloppy. You
should go back to the soil for safety, so you should do it well. It’s also a make up.”
Abbas nodded in shame.
Why didn’t he know his sloppy and unfilial piety, he regretted it countless times in his heart,
and now he just wanted to do his best to make up for it, so when he heard what Charlie
said, he was even more ashamed, and said quickly: “Mr. charlie, you are right. Yes, the
subordinates must take care of it.”
Charlie nodded slightly, and said: “You don’t need to worry about things here. Tell the Wade
Family people later and talk about the things on Yeling Mountain. Everything is left to me,
and then you You can go now.”
Abbas hurriedly said, “Subordinates do so!”
While Charlie was whispering with Abbas, the collateral members of the 700-odd number of
the Wade Family had been quietly looking at the two with anxiety.
What they were thinking at this time was that Charlie must be breaking the army to slander,
and they didn’t know what evil he was holding back.

In their eyes, Charlie was already as abominable as the traitor back then.

